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While representing an initial step forward, more radical innovation is 
still essential. Complex contemporary interfaces overload drivers, re-
quiring complete reimagination rather than small changes for 
semi-autonomous cars. Smart, human-centered simple designs ap-
propriate for the future. Restraint and streamlined interactions en-
hance comfort, safety, adoption. Further advances need abandoning 
conventions through rigorous user focus.

Future work:

Broader participant pools to elicit more diverse feedback and 
insights.
Iterative, user-centered design for constant enhancement of distrac-
tion minimization.
Real-world field trials to validate safety and efficacy under naturalistic 
conditions.
Ongoing alignment with emerging technologies and empirically-vali-
dated interface patterns.

In-vehicle interfaces have advanced rapidly, offering 
information, entertainment, and assistance func-
tions to enhance the driving experience. Neverthe-
less, increased complexity has also resulted in us-
ability challenges that place significant demands on 
the driver's visual, manual, and cognitive abilities. 
The current state of automotive interfaces fails to 
adequately reduce driver attention demands, de-
spite the risks posed by driver distraction.

This study investigates how in-car interfaces have 
evolved over time, becoming more complex, and 
suggests a straightforward redesign for semi-auton-
omous vehicles. Analysis reveals how drivers are 
overloaded by legacy interfaces. A simplified user in-
terface is offered to reduce distraction using cogni-
tive ergonomics. By redesigning the interface using 
user-centered techniques, the concept exemplifies 
simplicity.


